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01 - WELCOME

Robert W. Cook, AICP
Director, CRTPO

During fiscal year 2022, the Charlotte Regional Transportation Planning 
Organization (CRTPO) successfully continued its mission to provide 
leadership and collaboration with its member communities and partners 
in developing our region’s transportation system. 

This report presents the CRTPO's most significant accomplishments 
throughout FY 2022, including:

• Successfully completing and adopting the Beyond 77 Corridor 
Study

• Adopting the 2050 Metropolitan Transportation Plan

• Adopting the CRTPO’s first strategic plan

• Awarding over $55 million of discretionary funds to 21 projects

• Endorsing the CONNECT Beyond Regional Mobility Study

These, and other noteworthy achievements, were realized because of the 
contributions of the CRTPO Board, Technical Coordinating Committee, 
and the other committees and work groups that actively participate in 
the efforts to make our adopted vision statement a reality: A connected 
and equitable transportation system that provides mobility choices for 
the region.
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Who We Serve
The CRTPO is the federally designated Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for the Charlotte
Urbanized Area. The CRTPO is responsible for long-range transportation planning and aims
to create a more comprehensive and efficient transportation system that improves the quality of
life and economic outcomes for all residents.

The CRTPO planning area includes 24 member jurisdictions in Mecklenburg, Iredell, and Union
Counties. The CRTPO works with these jurisdictions, as well as the North Carolina Department Of 
Transportation (NCDOT), local transit providers, and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to develop 
plans for all modes of transportation, prioritize transportation needs, and allocate federal transportation 
funds equitably within its planning area.

02 - OUR REGION

Mission
The CRTPO provides leadership 
and collaboration with member 
communities and partners 
in developing our region’s 
transportation system. 

Vision
A connected and equitable 
transportation system that 
provides mobility choices for the 
region.

OUR MISSION & VISION

Mooresville
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27 Voting Members

Charlotte
Cornelius
Davidson
Fairview
Huntersville
Indian Trail
Iredell County
Marshville
Marvin
Matthews
Mecklenburg County
MTC*
Mineral Springs

Mint Hill
Monroe
Mooresville
NCBOT**
Pineville
Stallings
Statesville
Troutman
Union County
Waxhaw
Weddington
Wesley Chapel
Wingate

WE ARE

5 Non-Voting Members

Charlotte-Mecklenburg Planning Commission
Iredell County Planning Board
North Carolina Turnpike Authority
Union County Planning Board
U.S. Department of Transportation

*   Metropolitan Transit Commission
** NC Board of Transportation
     Divisions 10 & 12
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OUR STAFF

Robert W. Cook, AICP
CRTPO Director

Neil Burke, AICP, PTP
CRTPO Deputy Director

Curtis Bridges, AICP
Database & Active 
Transportation Planner

Temekia Dae
Financial Officer

Judy Dellert-O’Keef
Participation & Consultation 
Planner

Travis Johnson, AICP
Transportation Planner

Jerrel Leonard, AICP
Transit Planner 

Agustin Rodriguez, PE
Transportation and Planning 
Engineer

Brian Elgort, AICP
Planner

Jennifer Stafford, RLA
Project Development Planner

Theo Thomson
Office Manager

Kendall Clanton 
Assistant Transportation 
Engineer
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Conferences

2050 MTP Tools and Techniques
Neil Burke participated in a panel presentation 
with Andy Grzymski (Charlotte DOT) and 
Radha Krishna Swayampakala (RS&H) on the 
tools and techniques utilized in developing 
the CRTPO’s 2050 Metropolitan Transportation 
Plan. As part of planning for the system, the 
CRTPO works with its partners to identify current 
and future conditions; the tools, strategies, 
and projects to address identified needs; and 
monitors performance to determine the most 
effective resource allocation for transportation 
improvements. In March, Mr. Burke and Mr. 
Swayampakala conducted a similar presentation 
at the 2022 SD ITE Annual Meeting in Louisville, 
KY.

Moving Forward with Purpose: CRTPO’s 
Strategic Plan
Robert Cook and Rich Denbow (Cambridge 

Systematics) conducted a presentation on 
the CRTPO’s Strategic Plan development. The 
presentation focused on why the plan was 
prepared, the process, and the beneficial results 
of the process. The goal was to show other MPOs 
the benefits of creating their own strategic plans.

CRTPO Discretionary Project Database
Jennifer Stafford and Neil Burke presented 
on the CRTPO’s Discretionary Funds Program 
database development, which tracks all projects 
in the planning area funded by federal and state 
sources. Project tracking includes categories of 
work, funding source and allocation amount, 
award, and authorization dates. The database 
also automates scoring and ranking new 
applications, reducing the amount of CRTPO staff 
time needed to analyze data for each project call. 

CRTPO staff presented at three conferences during FY2022. CRTPO staff participated in a virtual panel 
during the 2021 North Carolina American Planning Association (NCAPA) Conference and in-person 
during the 2022 Southern District Institute of Transportation Engineers (SD ITE) Annual Meeting in 
Louisville, KY.

The CRTPO was well represented at the 2022 North Carolina Association of Metropolitan Planning 
Organizations (NCAMPO) Conference in Wilmington, NC in April 2022. The theme was Transportation 
Reimagined: Safe, Healthy, Resilient. CRTPO staff served as moderators for two sessions and presented in 
seven breakout sessions on the following recent projects: 

CRTPO Staff Presents at 
Three State and Regional 
Conferences

CONNECT Beyond Panel 2022 NCAMPO Conference, Wilmington, NC
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Beyond 77 Corridor Study
CRTPO and BowStern staff conducted two 
Beyond 77 Corridor Study presentations. The 
first presentation, titled Anatomy of a Record-
Setting Public Engagement Effort, focused 
on the planning effort’s public engagement 
and marketing components. The presentation 
highlighted the successful outreach during each 
phase of the study and new strategies employed 
due to the pandemic to continue engaging 
the community to share their perspective on 
challenges and opportunities within the I-77 
corridor.

The second presentation, Behind the Scenes 
of North Carolina’s Most Complex Corridor 
Study, emphasized the study’s overall purpose, 
process, and results. This presentation was led 
by Agustin Rodriguez and Adam Howell (Atkins). 
The extensive effort along the 68-mile segment 
of I-77 resulted in the adoption of a study with 
286 recommended strategies and solutions to 
improve mobility through the region, addressing 
the following topics:

• Emerging technologies
• Policies
• Programs
• Construction, Infrastructure, and Projects

Consensus, Research, and Zoom: How CRTPO 
Crafted and Negotiated an Updated 5307 
Formula
Jerrel Leonard and David McDonald (CATS) 
presented an overview of the Transit Education 
Initiative Task Force program activities. Presenters 
shared the process they engaged to arrive 
at an updated formula and Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) for the sub allocation of 
federal transit funding under Federal Transit 
Administration (FTA) Section 5307/5340 and 
5339. This included an overview of FTA grant 
programs, eligible activities, and case studies of 
5307 allocations in other urban areas considered 
peers or similar size. The updated formula was 
adopted by the CRTPO Board in July 2021 along 
with the terms of the MOU.

CONNECT Beyond: Creating the Greater 
Charlotte Region’s First Transit Vision During a 
Pandemic 
Robert Cook participated in a panel discussion 
on the CONNECT Beyond: A Regional Mobility 
Initiative. He shared the MPO perspective on 
developing this bold regional transit vision for 
residents across two states and 12 counties. Mr. 
Cook joined a similar panel to approximately 
160 virtual attendees at the 2021 NCAPA 
Conference in October 2021. 

Conferences

Monroe Bypass
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2022 CRTPO Orientation: Plug into Progress!
The CRTPO’s biennial orientation, held in January 2022, was an opportunity for Board and TCC members to 
learn about CRTPO’s role in the transportation decision-making process in our region.  

The theme for the orientation was Plug into Progress. This theme was selected because of the three CRTPO 
initiatives moving into the implementation phase in FY 2022. These included the CRTPO Strategic Plan, the 
2050 Metropolitan Transportation Plan, and Beyond 77. Additionally, participants learned how federal and 
state transportation systems impact local efforts and funding.  
 
Gary Huttmann, the Executive Director of MetroPlan Orlando, started the event with 
a remote presentation on lessons learned from planning initiatives in their region. 
MetroPlan Orlando is a peer MPO located in Central Florida that shares many similarities 
with our region.  
 
This was the first time Board members were able to gather in person since February 2020.  
A total of 79 attendees participated in a hybrid format. Both in-person and remote attendees appreciated 
the opportunity to engage with the CRTPO and leaders in the region. 

A Joint MPO Roundtable - CRTPO & GCLMPO: Continuing 
Conversations through Collaboration
The CRTPO and the Gaston-Cleveland-Lincoln MPO (GCLMPO) held their third Joint MPO Roundtable in 
April. The focus of this year’s roundtable was the value of coordination, collaboration, and sustainable 
funding for infrastructure projects in our growing region. The two MPOs collaborate on joint initiatives such 
as the Catawba Crossings Study, CONNECT Beyond, and planning for the LYNX Silver Line light rail project. 
The hybrid meeting was attended by 54 Board and Technical Coordinating Committee members, NCDOT 
representatives, guest speakers, and staff.

WORKING TOGETHER

CRTPO & GCLMPO Joint MPO Roundtable
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The CRTPO is proud of its many accomplishments achieved during FY2022 through continued collaboration 
with our member jurisdictions, state and federal partners, and community members. The following pages 
highlight some of these successes, including the 21 projects funded through the discretionary funds 
program; adoption of the 2050 MTP, Beyond 77, Strategic Plan, and CONNECT Beyond; leading several transit 
planning initiatives; and robust public engagement activities.

Discretionary Funds Program
During FY2022, the CRTPO Board awarded $55 million in discretionary project funds, supporting 21 
projects across ten jurisdictions.

CRTPO receives direct attributable funds from FHWA, also known as discretionary funds, to be allocated to 
member jurisdictions for specific projects on a competitive basis. The CRTPO Board-adopted Discretionary 
Funds Policy guides the bi-annual project solicitation and competitive prioritization process. 

In FY2022, discretionary funds were awarded to the following categories:
• New Planning Projects 
 $392,000
• Congestion Mitigation Air Quality (CMAQ) projects
 $3.8 million
• Bicycle and Pedestrian Projects 
 $11 million
• Roadway Projects 
 $39.7 million

03 - ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Matthews
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$55 
Million Allocated

BY THE NUMBERS:

$55Million 
combined with 
local jurisdiction 
matches to build

$80Million 
worth of projects

96 
Active Funded Discretionary Projects

49 Roadway and Intersection
36 Bicycle and Pedestrian
1  Grant to Replace Aging Diesel Engines
1  Transit Project
9  Planning Studies

4 
Planning 
Studies

2 
Congestion 
Mitigation 
Air Quality 
(CMAQ) 
Projects 

21 
Projects
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Eastway Dr at Shamrock Dr 
Intersection   
Improvement
Charlotte
$7,819,000

Margaret Wallace Rd and 
Arequipa Dr Intersection 
Improvement and Arequipa 
Dr Extension
Charlotte
$9,336,000

Robinson Church Rd 
Widening
Charlotte
$6,227,000

WT Harris Blvd Overhead 
Lighting Installation Project
Charlotte
$998,000

NC 115 Corridor 
Improvements
Huntersville
$5,980,000

Greylock Ridge Rd Extension
Matthews
$2,725,000

Potter Rd at Forest Lawn Dr 
Intersection Improvements
Weddington
$1,944,000

Rail Trail Pedestrian Bridge 
over Belk Freeway (I-277)
Charlotte
$1,903,000

Irwin Creek Greenway
Charlotte
$4,872,000

Mooresville Sidewalk 
Package (White Oak Rd, 
Maple Ave, McNeely Ave, 
Rocky River Elem. School)
Mooresville
$1,979,000

South Elementary School to 
Mooresville Middle School 
Greenway Connectors
Mooresville
$1,833,000

Grants to Replace Aging 
Diesel Engines (GRADE) 
Norfolk Southern Railway 
Railyards (Switcher 
locomotives replacements)
Charlotte / Pineville
$3,815,000

Town of Huntersville 
Mobility Plan
Huntersville
$128,000

Traffic Data Collection and 
Analysis
Mint Hill
$120,000

Vision Zero Action Plan
Mooresville
$48,000

Troutman Mobility Plan
Troutman
$96,000

Greylock Ridge Rd 
Extension*
Matthews
$748,000

Four Mile Greenway 
Underpass at S Trade St *
Matthews
$499,500

Concord Rd & Robert Walker 
Dr Roundabout Conversion
Davidson
$1,526,000

NC 115 & Faith Rd/
Campus Ln Intersection 
Improvements  
Mooresville
$846,000

NC 75 and Old Providence Rd 
Intersection Improvements
Waxhaw
$1,552,000

2021 Fall Call 2022 Spring Call

2021 Fall Call 
Total
$51,070,500

2022 Spring Call 
Total
$3,924,000

* Shortfall

Cornelius
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Transportation Planning Studies
CRTPO invests in a multi-modal future throughout the three-county region by supporting member 
jurisdictions with transportation planning studies. During FY2022, CRTPO awarded funds to the following 
four planning projects, each requiring a financial commitment from the respective jurisdiction, as well as 
coordination with the CRTPO and NCDOT to complete the work.

Project Name Jurisdiction Total Project 
Cost

Local Match 
Amount

CRTPO 
Discretionary 

Amount

Town of Huntersville Mobility 
Plan Huntersville $160,000 $32,000 $128,000 

Traffic Data Collection and 
Analysis Mint Hill $150,000 $30,000 $120,000 

Vision Zero Action Plan Mooresville $60,000 $12,000 $48,000 

Town of Troutman Mobility 
Plan Troutman $120,000 $24,000 $96,000 

Total Discretionary Planning Funds Awarded $392,000

Waxhaw
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Congestion Mitigation Air Quality
The CRTPO Board awarded funds for two Congestion Mitigation Air Quality (CMAQ) projects in FY2022. 
These projects will reduce 56 kg per day of nitrogen oxide emissions and reduce 384 kg per day of carbon 
dioxide gases in the CRTPO region. The CMAQ program was implemented to support transportation projects 
and other related efforts that contribute to air quality improvements and provide congestion relief.

CMAQ Project Awards Location Discretionary Funds 
Awarded (in Millions)

Grants to Replace Aging Diesel Engines (GRADE) 
The Charlotte and Pineville Norfolk Southern Railway 

Railyards (Switcher locomotives replacements)
Pineville, Charlotte $3.8

Irwin Creek Greenway (Clanton Rd to Lester St) Charlotte $4.8

Total Awarded CMAQ Projects $8.6

56 kg per day 
reduction in NOx
o That’s equivalent to removing the 

pollutants from approximately 8,000 
cars from the road each day.

o That is like reducing pollution 
from around 300,000 vehicle miles 
traveled per day. 

384 kg per day 
reduction in CO2
o That is the same as reducing pollution 

from around 43,000 gallons of 
gasoline being used each day. 

o That’s like reducing pollution from 
over 953,000 vehicle miles traveled 
per day.

CMAQ Pollution Reduction Benefits

Union County
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The CRTPO Board adopted the 2050 Metropolitan 
Transportation Plan (MTP) during its March 2022 
meeting. In May of 2022, the CRTPO received 
the Conformity Determination Letter and EPA 
Concurrence Letter for the 2050 MTP (and revised 
2020-2029 TIP). This was the final step in the 
development and approval of the MTP after a two-
year planning process.

The MTP is the CRTPO’s most important document. 
It inventories current and future conditions, and the 
tools, strategies, and projects to address identified 
needs across a 30-year planning horizon. Some of 
the key issues facing the CRTPO’s planning area 
include rapid growth, funding shortfalls, equity, 
and responding to unexpected events that impact 
transportation in the region. Given these challenges, 
a series of innovations were utilized to enhance the 
planning process for the 2050 MTP.

• Scenario planning – The CRTPO enhanced 
its use of scenario planning by developing 
a framework for measuring the impacts 
and evaluating the trade-offs of different 
external forces that might influence travel 
behavior in the region. Scenario planning was 
used to prepare for future challenges and 
opportunities to enhance transportation in 
its planning area.

• Project ranking – The ranking methodology 
used by the CRTPO for the 2040 and 2045 
MTPs has proven successful in identifying 
needs and yielding competitive projects for 
submission to the Strategic Prioritization 
Office of Transportation (SPOT). The CRTPO 
updated this methodology to align with the 
NC prioritization criteria and introduced a 
new Equitable Access criterion that prioritizes 
projects that improve accessibility between 
Environmental Justice communities and 
regional activity centers.

• Performance-based planning – The CRTPO 
has identified several methods for integrating 
performance-based planning into its MTP, 
including assessing how MTP projects help 
support performance targets.

• Alternative funding – The CRTPO identified 
a $4.6 billion funding gap associated with 
implementing projects identified in the 
MTP. Knowing NCDOT’s funding challenges, 
including reliance on the gas tax, the CRTPO 
conducted an analysis of alternative funding 
sources that serves as the first step in a larger 
conversation about finding ways to increase 
revenue for transportation investments in the 
region. 

• Active transportation – The CRTPO 
developed a tool to organize and pre-screen 
active transportation corridors and serve as 
a resource for member jurisdictions to help 
define projects to consider for future funding 
opportunities.

• Public involvement – The COVID-19 
pandemic created both challenges and 
opportunities in terms of public engagement 
during the 2050 MTP by providing new 
virtual technologies to reach residents. 
In addition to several commonly used 
public engagement techniques including a 
website, surveys, and newsletters, the CRTPO 
enhanced its social media campaign and 
introduced a number of virtual engagement 
techniques including a kickoff meeting, a 
resource agency webinar, a series of MTP 
videos, and a youth outreach activity.

CRTPO Staff has started implementing the list 
of commitments within the 2050 MTP and is 
coordinating implementation activities with the 
Strategic Plan, Beyond 77, and the CONNECT Beyond 
Regional Mobility Initiative.

Indian Trail
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The CRTPO Board adopted the Beyond 77 
Corridor Study in January 2022 following a two 
year comprehensive planning and engagement 
process. The I-77 corridor area is anticipated to 
double its population within 30 to 40 years. To 
prepare for this growth, CRTPO staff led the most 
comprehensive corridor study ever conducted in 
the Charlotte region. The Beyond 77 Corridor Study 
started in September 2019 to evaluate existing 
and future needs and challenges for the Interstate 
77 corridor. The adopted study includes a list of 
286 recommended strategies and solutions which 
address: 

• Emerging technologies
• Policies
• Programs
• Construction, Infrastructure, and Projects

The Beyond 77 project team created a Strategic 
Users Implementation Tool (SUIT) to help partners, 
planners, decision-makers, and residents explore 
and interact with the recommendations. SUIT 
allows stakeholders along the I-77 corridor to create 
custom recommendations based on specific needs, 
resources, and visions. 

SUIT up! Application: Strategic Users 
Implementation Tool & FAST Application

Additionally, an online application was developed 
to explore short-term funding alternative strategies 
across multiple counties within the North Carolina 
portion of the Charlotte metropolitan area called the 
Funding Alternative Strategies Tool or FAST. 
 
Please visit the project website for additional 
information: beyond77.com. 

Lake Norman Transportation Commission 
Meeting

http://beyond77.com
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Strategic Plan
The CRTPO adopted its first Strategic Plan in 
November of 2021.The plan’s purpose is to:
• Help ensure that planning efforts and outcomes 

keep pace with changes
• Serve as a guide for CRTPO to lead transportation 

planning in the region amidst changing forces
• Establish a more proactive planning direction for 

CRTPO

The plan consists of six goals and 34 actionable 
strategies designed to ensure achievement of the 
goals. The full Strategic Plan can be viewed here: 
crtpo.org/resources/strategic-plan/.

Implementation is Underway
Following the adoption of the Strategic Plan, Staff 
has begun the implementation planning associated 
with Goal 6: Expand Regional Transportation 
Funding. Immediate and short term strategies for 
implementing the plan are:

1. Champion efforts to find funding to support 
recommendations resulting from CONNECT 
Beyond and Beyond 77 initiatives

2. Educate members on how to identify, pursue, 
and write grants

3. Research and disseminate MPO best practices 
for identifying and implementing additional 
transportation funding sources

4. Partner with Centralina Regional Council and 
regional MPO partners to identify funding 
opportunities

5. Develop coordinated messaging for Board and 
TCC members that allows them to articulate 
consistent messages about regional funding 
needs and priorities

Staff is now working on implementation plans 
for the strategies. Next, staff will begin preparing 
implementation plans for Goal 1, Lead on Regional 
Mobility Issues, followed by Goal 5, Continuously 
Improve Internal Operations. 

CONNECT Beyond 
The CONNECT Beyond Regional Mobility Plan 
was endorsed by the Board in November 2021. 
CRTPO has been a critical partner in this project 
to plan an integrated public transit network for a 
two state, 12-county area. In addition to providing 
substantial funding support, CRTPO staff served 
on the Project Management Team, Community 
Engagement Committee, and Technical Advisory 
Committee, and former Board chairman Dr. Michael 
Miltich served on the Policy Advisory Committee. 
Attention is now turned to implementing the plan’s 
recommendations. CRTPO will continue to work 
closely with the Centralina Regional Council, the 
Charlotte Area Transit System, and our regional MPO 
partners throughout FY 2023 to prioritize near-term 
recommendations and implementation activities. 

Accomplishments

http://crtpo.org/resources/strategic-plan/
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Transit Planning Initiatives 
Several regional transit planning initiatives 
continued this fiscal year. 

Coordinated Public Transit-Human Services 
Transportation Plan for the Charlotte Urban Area
CRTPO provided administrative and technical 
support for the Coordinated Public Transit-Human 
Services Transportation (CPT-HST) Plan. The CPT-
HST Plan sets regional priorities for transportation 
investments and initiatives for human services and 
public transportation coordination. Additionally, this 
plan helps guide funding and service development 
for transportation projects supporting the region’s 
older adults and people with disabilities over the 
next five years.

The CPT-HST began in October 2021 with the 
existing transit studies review and stakeholder 
facilitation meetings of FTA Section 5310 activities. 
Three steering committee meetings were held, 
and 11 stakeholder interviews were conducted. 
Approximately 160 residents participated in the 
virtual or in-person pop-up public engagement 
events that took place in January and February 2022. 
CATS’ Metropolitan Transit Commission adopted the 
CPT-HST Plan in May and the CRTPO Board in June 
2022. 

Transit Performance Management
Transit Performance Management (TPM) is a 
strategic approach that uses system performance 
information to make investment and policy 
decisions to achieve performance goals. TPM 
also ensures targets and measures are developed 
in cooperative partnerships and based on data 
and objective information. In June 2021, CRTPO 
staff began the process of coordinating transit 
performance management with agency partners 
throughout the planning area. Performance target 

placeholders were adopted by the CRTPO Board as 
mandated by the FTA and NCDOT. In January 2022, 
the updated regional transit performance targets 
were adopted by the CRTPO Board.

LYNX Silver Line Transit Oriented Development 
and Station Area Planning Study
CRTPO funded the LYNX Silver Line Transit Oriented 
Development (TOD) and Station Area Plan (SAP) 
study efforts within the Towns of Indian Trail and 
Stallings. The study identified community needs and 
desired features to develop TOD recommendations 
specific to the station areas. The study started in 
July 2021 and concluded in January 2022 with a 
presentation of the study recommendations to the 
Town of Stallings Town Council.

Visit catssilverline.com/final-station-area-report for 
more information.

Waxhaw

TOD Station Area Planning Study

http://catssilverline.com/final-station-area-report
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Public Engagement Totals

63,700+
Social Media Reach

3,326
Community Participation

167
Survey Responses

28
Live Stream Videos

10
Videos Created

134
Total Engagement Activities

33
Board and Transportation Staff 

Education Sessions

46
Community Engagement Events 

17
Newsletters / Press Releases

700 +
Residents reached through 

environmental justice (EJ) activities

28%
Increase in Facebook Followers 

8%
Increase in Twitter Followers

67,000+
Total Community Members Reached
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Active Transportation Database 
CRTPO developed a database to track and prioritize 
unfunded bicycle and pedestrian projects. In May 
2022, the CRTPO staff distributed the database to 
member jurisdictions and conducted a webinar 
demonstrating the program. The database 
ranks projects using the CRTPO Transportation 
Alternative’s scoring criteria as part of the annual 
discretionary funding solicitation. This program is 
a powerful tool that will help jurisdictions budget, 
plan for, and track future active transportation 
projects.

Alignment Evaluation Program
The Alignment Evaluation Program (AEP) is a 
technical assistance program for the CRTPO 
jurisdictions.

Through this program, CRTPO staff assist member 
jurisdictions with project cost estimates and other 
services to enhance planning and engineering needs 
at the local level. The overarching goal is to expand 
the partnership between CRTPO and the member 
jurisdictions.

The AEP is intended to provide a high-level 
conceptual evaluation based on ArcGIS and 
Autodesk (Infraworks) data to provide analysis of 
potential transportation projects along facilities 
included within the CRTPO’s Comprehensive 
Transportation Plan (CTP) and other locally adopted 
plans.

Traffic Data Program
The Traffic Data Program (TDP) allocates up to 
$60,000 to assist our members each year. Qualifying 
member jurisdictions may receive up to 10% of the 
annual TDP funds for traffic counts and data related 
to planning and research. 

CRTPO partnered with the Charlotte DOT to contract 
with three vendors to collect, process, and distribute 
the traffic count data to the member jurisdictions. 
The TDP vendors provide a wide range of services 
including: 

• Intersection turning movement counts
• Mid-block traffic counts
• Vehicular volume, speed, and classification 

data
• Bike and pedestrian counts
• Roundabout counts
• Drone video/photography

Visit crtpo.org/projects-plans-programs/traffic-data-
program/ for more details about this program and 
how to submit a request to evaluate an alignment, 
intersection, corridor, or project.

GIS Services
CRTPO staff regularly offers GIS services to our 
member jurisdictions. These services typically 
include static and/or online regional-scale mapping 
to help visualize demographic, funding, and 
planning initiatives. Our services also include 
specific mapping and geographic analysis requests 
by local municipalities and agencies for targeted 
geographies and projects. 

Services offered by the CRTPO can help communities create solutions to complex transportation issues 
facing our region. The following is a sample of additional member benefits that the CRTPO offers.

04 - MEMBER BENEFITS

Charlotte

http://crtpo.org/projects-plans-programs/traffic-data-program/
http://crtpo.org/projects-plans-programs/traffic-data-program/
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CRTPO Launches Updated Website
The CRTPO launched a redesigned website in 
February 2022. This new website uses a modern 
design and improved site navigation to help our 
users easily locate information. Visit the new website 
at crtpo.org.

Highlights of the new website include:
• Updated design
• New calendar and news sections 
• Mobile device compatible
• Announces CRTPO activities

CRTPO Joins the Adopt-A-City-Street 
Program
CRTPO staff joined the Adopt-a-City-Street (AACS) 
Program for the City of Charlotte at the beginning 
of FY 2022. The AACS is a partnership program to 
contribute to a cleaner and healthier environment 
by removing litter along designated roadways. In 
both events, CRTPO staff were assisted by several 
members of the CRTPO Board and TCC.

CRTPO joined this program to:
1.  Help keep our community clean
2.  Increase collaboration among the CRTPO Board 

and TCC members
3.  Expand our team-building opportunities

Thirty-one participants worked 70 hours to collect 
and remove approximately 600 pounds of litter 
along a 1.2-mile section of South Boulevard.

CRTPO plans to work with our member 
jurisdictions throughout our planning area in 
Iredell, Mecklenburg, and Union counties to adopt 
additional streets for clean up.

Charlotte

Fall 2021Spring 2022

http://crtpo.org
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Expectations for FY2023
CRTPO will continue to undertake important work throughout FY2023. Major efforts will include 
implementation of the 2050 Metropolitan Transportation Plan and Beyond 77, review of the MOU and 
Bylaws, and completing The Seam Advancement Study. We will work hard to keep pace with the needs and 
priorities of our growing region. 

05 - LOOKING FORWARD

Davidson
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2050 MTP Implementation
The CRTPO Board adopted the 2050 MTP in March 
2022 following a two-year planning process 
with three public engagement periods. The MTP 
Steering Committee has met to review the list of 
commitments within the final report. Continued 
coordination is needed with the implementation 
efforts associated with the Beyond 77 and CONNECT 
Beyond studies to identify viable alternative 
infrastructure revenue sources. In addition, CRTPO 
staff has identified a series of 2050 MTP amendments 
based on project schedule delays within NCDOT’s 
2024-2033 STIP. The 2050 MTP amendments will be 
adopted along with the CRTPO 2024-2033 TIP, which 
is anticipated to occur in August of 2023.

Beyond 77 Implementation
CRTPO formed a task force composed of 
20 members to help advance the adopted 
implementation plan. 

The Beyond 77 (B77) Task Force will develop 
recommendations throughout the next two years on 
the following tasks:

1. Prioritize the implementation of the first 
series of strategies and solutions within the 
immediate and short terms

2. Develop recommendations to advance 
alternative funding recommendations

3. Coordinate with regional partners and 
stakeholders to achieve consensus on Tasks 1 
and 2

The B77 Task Force will meet bi-monthly. Meetings 
with special interest groups, such as bike and 
pedestrian advocates, jurisdictions, and coalitions 
will be conducted in addition to the B77 Task Force 
meetings.

Urbanized Area Expansion and 
Memorandum of Understanding Review
The Census Bureau is expected to release 
information about new and modified urbanized 
areas (UZAs) during FY2023. The CRTPO may be 
required to expand its planning area boundary 
depending on how the census-designated Charlotte 
UZA expands as a result of the 2020 census.  

Also, the decennial modifications to the planning 
area boundary have traditionally triggered 
a thorough review of the Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) and the bylaws for the CRTPO 
Board and Technical Coordinating Committee. Lastly, 
agreements with neighboring MPOs governing 
planning area responsibilities will need to be 
updated.

The Seam Advancement Study
The Seam Advancement Study will identify a cross-
jurisdictional north-south multi-use trail for bicyclists 
and pedestrians. This project will identify a feasible 
alignment for approximately 50 miles of continuous 
path from Statesville to the South Carolina state 
line to create the longest trail in the area. The trail 
alignment will eventually lead to construction of 
new segments of the Carolina Thread Trail and 
enhanced regional multi-modal connectivity. CRTPO 
is managing the study with direction from the 
following regional partners: 

• Charlotte
• Cornelius
• Davidson
• Huntersville
• Iredell County
• Mecklenburg County
• Mooresville
• Pineville
• Statesville
• Troutman

Pineville
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The region’s transportation successes are due in large part to the ongoing communication and collaboration 
among the CRTPO members which include a Board of elected officials, a Technical Coordinating Committee 
(TCC), and professional staff. The CRTPO Board makes policy and fiscal decisions while the TCC carries 
out various planning tasks and provides policy, plan, and investment recommendations to the Board. 
TCC subcommittees are convened as necessary to advise on issues related to transit, funding, bicycle and 
pedestrian safety, and other subjects related to the CRTPO’s work program.

06 - CRTPO MEMBERS

CRTPO Board Meeting
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LEADERSHIP

Mayor Pro Tem
Julie Eiselt 
City of Charlotte

Denis Bilodeau
Town of Cornelius

Mayor
Rusty Knox
Town of Davidson

John Biggers 
Town of Fairview

Rob Kidwell
Town of Huntersville

Mayor
David Cohn
Town of Indian Trail

Melissa Neader 
Iredell County

Mayor Pro Tem
Ernestine Staton 
Town of Marshville

Mayor 
Joe Pollino 
Village of Marvin

Renee Garner 
Town of Matthews

Pat Cotham 
Mecklenburg County

Mayor 
John Higdon 
Metropolitan Transit Commission

Mayor 
Frederick Becker 
Town of Mineral Springs

Mayor 
Brad Simmons 
Town of Mint Hill

James Kerr
City of Monroe

Tony Lathrop 
NCBOT - Division 10

Brad Lail 
NCBOT - Division 12

Mayor
Jack Edwards 
Town of Pineville

Mayor
Wyatt Dunn
Town of Stallings

William Morgan 
City of Statesville

Mayor 
Teross Young Jr.
Town of Troutman

David Williams 
Union County

Mayor
Craig Horn
Town of Weddington

Lori Bailey 
Village of Wesley Chapel

John Lowery 
Town of Wingate

Mayor
Ron Pappas
CRTPO Chair
Town of Waxhaw

Mayor Pro Tem
Lisa Qualls
CRTPO Vice Chair
Town of Mooresville

Liz Babson, PE
TCC Chair
City of Charlotte

Andrew Ventresca
TCC Vice Chair
Town of Troutman

BOARD MEMBERS
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Contact Us
Phone
704-336-2205

Email
email@crtpo.org

Address
Charlotte Regional 
Transportation Planning 
Organization (CRTPO)
600 E Fourth Street
8th Floor
Charlotte, NC 28202

Twitter
@CLTRegionalTPO

Facebook
facebook.com/CRTPO

Statesville

http://facebook.com/CRTPO
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